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24 County Drive, Fletcher

Family Haven
First Time Offered is this wonderful feature packed split level family home with large
inground pool and elevated district views. All situated on a large 800sqm block there
is so much here that will impress and excite.
As soon as you enter you are mesmerised by the views enhancing the light filled open
living creating an immediate sense of home. Flowing out directly to the rear deck you
know why this home will not only provide an everyday day haven for the whole
family it will also become a great space to entertain and enjoy effortlessly.
With multiple living featuring large dining and upstairs lounge together with a
spacious family room downstairs that opens out directly to a second undercover
entertaining area overlooking the pool and level yard. Overall the size and floor plan
really will impress, there is so much to appreciate that inspection is highly
recommended.
Featuring four queen size bedrooms all with BIR's and a large WIR to the main.
Features Include
~ Hunter Coast Home Designed and Built
~ Fully Insulated
~ Beautiful blackbutt timber flooring
The
above information
provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is
~ Plantation
Shutters
accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its
~accuracy
Freshly
Painted
throughout
and do
no more than
pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine
whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
~ Split System air conditioners
~ Ceiling Fans and Gas Bayonets
~ LED Lighting
~ Fabulous storage including multiple line press plus walk in linen
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Property Type
Property ID

SOLD for $725,000
residential
412
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Theresa Day - 0411 426 033
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